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President’s Letter
Martin Wall

Photo by F.C.

I am writing this on my way home from

Light has shone on the growing will for

the ISH 21st World Congress of Medical

cooperation and common purpose

and Clinical Hypnosis in Montréal. The

between ISH our hosts in Montréal and

theme of the conference was set during

ESH. Their hospitality was generous and

the opening ceremony with a rendition

well-judged, validating our relationship

of Leonard Cohen’s ‘Anthem’ including

of sister societies with a shared ance-

those immortal lines:

stor. We have agreed to work together

“…There is a crack in everything, That's
how the light gets in…”
That sense of redemption and light perfused the entire congress.

on several projects, including a joint approach to the World Health Organisation
predicated on persuading them to classify hypnosis as a valuable clinical intervention.
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There was enlightenment at the ESH

showing promising results with an excel-

Council of Representatives meeting whe-

lent percentage return of a questionnaire

re we welcomed two new Societies to

from our ECH holders, asking for expres-

our family, CHP from Sweden and l'Eveil

sions of interest in participating in a pro-

from France.

spective clinical trial. In outline a patient

We also agreed to register ESH in the
UK with all the fiscal and legal advantages of locating our headquarters in the
same country as our Central Oﬃce.
Progress on redeveloping our website
that I mentioned in my last letter continues to evolve and one of the aims is to
commission a new logo to replace our
current familiar but rather dated version.
To quote our designer:
‘…The current logo tries to say too
much and ends up saying nothing. We
would prefer a logo which is less literal,
more minimal and subtle and stretches

completed pre and post treatment audit,
plotted against a measure of hemispheric laterality that shows a good compliance with hypnotisability.
It is in ventures of this sort that I feel that
ESH can make eﬀective contribution by
mobilising the resources of all its constituent societies to generate the power of
‘big data’ research into the eﬃcacy of clinical hypnosis.
To conclude from a somewhat jetlagged
president. A memory, when saying our
goodbyes at the closing ceremony, of a
refrain that I heard over and over again.

the imagination of the viewer a little…’

“See you soon in Basel.”

So, to any colleagues who have a mo-

So as the achievements of Montreal are

ment of inspiration that chimes with the

confirmed the excitement of our next

brief above I would be most grateful to

Congress in Switzerland begins to gene-

be appraised of the result!

rate new light for our ongoing hypnotic

A joint venture by the Research Commit-

vision.

tee and CEPE is in its early stages and
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Translated into German
by Marie Jeanne Bremer
Ich schreibe diesen Brief auf dem Heimweg nach dem 21ten

Hier ist die Angabe an den Designer : « Unser aktuelles Logo

Weltkongress für medizinische und klinische Hypnose.

versucht zu viel sagen und endet beim Nichtssagen. Wir würden uns ein Logo wünschen das weniger wortwörtlich ist, mini-

Während der Eröﬀnungszeremonie wurde mit der Interpreta-

malistischer und

tion von Leonard Cohen’s « Anthem » und den unsterblichen

ankurbelt. »

trotzdem die Imagination des Zuschauers

Zeilen der Ton zum Kongress angegeben.
Allen Kollegen welche beim Lesen dieser Zeilen
ment der Inspiration spüren wäre ich dankbar,

« There is a crack in everything,That’s how the light gets in »

einen Mo-

wenn sie mir

ihre Ergebnisse mitteilen könnten.
« Da ist ein Riss, ein Riss in allem. Das ist der Spalt, durch den
Ein gemeinsames Unternehmen vom Wissenschftlichen

das Licht einfällt »

Ausschuss (Research Committee) und CEPE steht in der
Der Sinn der Erlösung und des Lichtes durchströmt den Ge-

Angfangsphase und verspricht gute Resultate mit einer

samtkongress.

ausgezeichneten

Rücksendung der Fragebögen

von den

ECH-Inhabern, welche nach ihren Interessen an der Teilnahme
Licht beleuchtete die wachsende Zusammenarbeit und die

an einer prospektiven klinischen Studie gefragt wurden.

In

gemeinsamen Vorsätze zwischen der ESH und der ISH, un-

groben Zügen hat ein Patient ein Prä –sowie Nachbehandlu-

serm Gastgeber in Montreal. Ihre Gastfreundschaft war

nungs-Protokoll ausgefüllt das, verbunden mit der Messung

grosszügig und gut geplant und bekräftigte unsere Beziehung

hemisphärischer Lateralität,

als Schwestergesellschaften mit einem gemeinsamen Vorfah-

Hypnotisierbarkeit aufzeigt. In Projekten und Versuchen wie

ren. Wir vereinbarten die Zusammenzuarbeit an mehreren

diesen, so glaube ich, kann die ESH einen erfolgreichen Bei-

Projekten, darunter eine gemeinsame Position gegenüber der

trag leisten indem sie Ressourcen der Mitgliedgesellschaften

Weltgesundheitsorganisation mit dem Ziel der Anerkennung

mobilisiert um auf diese Weise die Übertragung der « big data

von Hypnose als wirksame klinische Intervention.

Forschung » in

eine gute Übereinstimmung mit

die Wirksamkeit der klinischen Hypnose

ermöglicht.
Licht breitete sich ebenfalls im ESH –Vertretergremium aus,
wo zwei neue Gesellschaften aufgenommen wurden : CHP

Eine Schlussbemerkung von einem Präsidentn der noch vom

aus Schweden und « l’Eveil » aus Frankreich. Im Einverneh-

jetlag gezeichnet ist . Da ist die Erinnerung

men wurde der Registrierung der ESH in Grossbritannien

den ich beim Abschiednehmen während der Abschlusszeremo-

zu-

an ein Refrain,

gestimmt, da der gleiche Standort für das Zentralbüro und

nie immer wider gehört habe : « auf ein baldiges Wiedesehen

den Hauptgeschäftsstellen legale und steuerliche Vorteile bie-

in Basel »

tet.
Und während die Erfolge von Montreal sich setzen, so beginnt
Auch die WeiterEntwicklung unsere Webseite, welche ich in

die Spannung und Begeisterung für den nächsten Kongress

unserm letzten Brief erwähnt habe, macht Fortschritte. Eines

in der Schweiz neues Licht zu erzeugen für eine fortwährende

der Ziele ist ein neues Logo zu entwerfen um unsere jetzige

hypnotische Vision.

vertraute aber etwas veraltete Version zu ersetzen.
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Translated into French
by Gérard Fitoussi
J’écris cette lettre sur mon chemin de retour du 21° congrès

Citant notre designer: “…Le logo actuel tente de dire beau-

Mondial d’Hypnose Clinique et Médicale de l’ISH qui s’est te-

coup de choses à la fois et finit par ne plus rien dire du tout.

nu à Montréal. Le thème du congrès a été donné dès la confé-

Nous préférons un logo qui en dise moins, qui soit plus subtil,

rence d’ouverture avec la magnifique chanson de Léonard Co-

plus minimaliste mais qui permette de parler davantage à

hen ‘Anthem’ ou l’on peut entendre ces vers immortels:

l’imagination de ce lui qui le voit …”

“ …There is a crack in everything, That's how the light gets

Aussi, à tous nos collègues qui pourrait avoir une illumination

in…”

et dont l’inspiration rejoindrait les lignes précédentes , nous
vous serions reconnaissants de nous envoyer vos idées!

“... il y a une faille en chaque chose, C’est ainsi que la lumière
jaillit... »

Un projet commun aux comités de Recherche et d’Éducation
est dans les cartons et semble déjà tenir ses promesses avec

Ce sentiment de rédemption et de lumière a été présent tout

un excellent retour des questionnaires envoyés aux déten-

au long de ce congrès. La lumière a brillé dans notre volonté

teurs du Certificat Européen d’Hypnose. Il leur est demandé

de coopérer et la mise en place de buts communs entre notre

s’ils souhaitent participer à une recherche clinique. Pour résu-

hôte l‘ISH et l’ESH. Nous avons pu bénéficier de leur généreu-

mer, il s’agirait pour les clients ayant bénéficier d’un traite-

se hospitalité et avons pu confirmer notre volonté de travailler

ment par hypnose

ensemble. Nous nous sommes mis d’accord pour coopérer

après traitement puis de corréler les résultats à une mesure

sur de nombreux projets , tel celui d’une approche commune

de la latéralité hémisphérique qui est un bon marqueur de

envers l’Organisation Mondiale de la Santé afin de modifier la

l’hypnotisabilité.

classification de l’hypnose pour l’inclure dans la rubrique des

semble que l’ESH peut contribuer à mobiliser les ressources

interventions cliniques validées.

de ses sociétés constituantes afin de générer une masse im-

de compléter un questionnaire avant et

C’est avec ce genre de projets qu’il me

portante de données mettant en évidence l’eﬃcacité de
Nous avons, durant la réunion du conseil des représentants,

l’hypnose clinique .

accepté en notre sein deux nouvelles sociétés, la CHP de
Suède et l'Eveil de France. Nous nous sommes aussi mis d’ac-

En guise de conclusion d’un président encore sous l’emprise

cord pour enregistrer au Royaume-Uni l’ESH avec tous les

du décalage horaire, le rappel d’un refrain entendu à plusieurs

avantages fiscaux et légaux que cela implique d’avoir sur un

reprises à la cérémonie de clôture. en nous disant au revoir :

même territoire que notre siège administratif l’ensemble des
statuts et sa domiciliation.

“A très bientôt à Bale.”

Des progrès ont été eﬀectués concernant le renouvellement

Ce congrès de Montréal nous a conforté dans notre impatien-

de notre site web, ce que j’avais déjà évoqué dans ma

ce à nous retrouver à Bale pour notre prochain congrès en

précédente lettre et nous envisageons aussi de proposer un

Suisse afin qu’il continue à générer cette lumière qui illumine

nouveau logo pour remplacer celui que nous avons et qui com-

notre vision de l’hypnose pour les années à venir.

mence à dater.
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Estoy escribiendo esto en mi camino de vuelta a casa desde

“... El logotipo actual intenta decir demasiado y termina no

el 21º Congreso Mundial de Hipnosis Médica y Clínica de la

diciendo nada. Preferiríamos un logotipo que sea menos lite-

ISH en Montreal.

ral, más minimalista y sutil y que fuerce un poco la imaginación del espectador ...”

El tema de la conferencia se estableció durante la ceremonia
de apertura con una interpretación del "Himno" de Leonard

Por lo tanto, para cualquier colega que tenga un momento de

Cohen, incluidas esas líneas inmortales:

inspiración que sintonice con el escrito anterior, ¡le agradecería mucho que me permitiera poder valorar su idea!

"...Hay una grieta en todas las cosas,
Un proyecto conjunto del Comité de Investigación y CEPE
Así es como entra la luz ... "

está en sus primeras etapas y muestra resultados prometedores, con un excelente porcentaje de respuesta de nuestros

Ese sentido de redención y luz impregnó todo el congreso.

miembros ECH a un cuestionario en el que se valoraba la disposición a participar en un ensayo clínico prospectivo.

Ha brillado la luz en la voluntad creciente de cooperación y
objetivos similares entre ISH, nuestros anfitriones en Montreal

En líneas generales, se trataba de completar una auditoría pre-

y ESH. Su hospitalidad fue generosa y bien valorada, consoli-

via y posterior de tratamiento del paciente, trazada en función

dando nuestra relación de sociedades hermanas con un ori-

de una medida de lateralidad hemisférica que muestra una

gen común. Hemos acordado trabajar juntos en varios proyec-

buena correlación con la hipnotizabilidad. Es en empresas de

tos, incluido un enfoque conjunto dirigido a persuadir a la Or-

este tipo que siento que ESH puede hacer una contribución

ganización Mundial de la Salud de que considere a la hipnosis

efectiva movilizando los recursos de todas sus sociedades

como una valiosa intervención clínica.

constituyentes para generar la potencia de una investigación
de 'big data' sobre la eficacia de la hipnosis clínica.

Fue esclarecedora la reunión del Consejo de Representantes
de ESH en la que dimos la bienvenida a dos nuevas Socieda-

Para concluir, de un presidente un poco afectado por el desfa-

des a nuestra familia, CHP de Suecia y l'Eveil de Francia. Tam-

se horario. El recuerdo de una frase que he escuchado una y

bién acordamos registrar a ESH en el Reino Unido con todas

otra vez al despedirnos en la ceremonia de clausura.

las ventajas fiscales y legales que supone ubicar nuestra sede
en el mismo país que nuestra Oficina Central.

"Hasta pronto en Basilea".

El progreso en el redesarrollo de nuestro sitio web que men-

Así que a medida que se confirman los logros de Montreal, la

cioné en mi última carta continúa avanzando y uno de los obje-

emoción de nuestro próximo Congreso en Suiza comienza a

tivos es diseñar un nuevo logotipo para reemplazar nuestra

generar nueva luz para nuestra visión hipnótica en curso.

actual versión, familiar pero bastante anticuada. Citando a
nuestro diseñador:
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Translated Into Italian by
Fabio Carnevale
Vi scrivo mentre sono di ritorno dal 21 ° Congresso Mondiale

“... L'attuale logo cerca di dire troppo e finisce per non dire

ISH di Ipnosi medica e clinica a Montréal. Il tema del Congres-

nulla. Preferiremmo un logo che fosse meno letterale, più mini-

so è stato ben evidenziato già durante la cerimonia di apertu-

male e sottile e stimolasse un po’ l'immaginazione...”

ra grazie alla proiezione di un video di Leonard Cohen in cui
spiccavano i versi immortali:
Quindi sarei grato a tutti i colleghi che abbiano un momento di
"...C'è sempre una fessura, dalla quale entra la luce..."

ispirazione in sintonia con questo intento e che volessero proporre qualche idea!

Un senso di redenzione e luce ha attraversato l'intero Congresso. La luce ha brillato sulla crescente volontà di cooperazione

Abbiamo dato il via ad una collaborazione fra il Comitato di

e sulla unità di intenti tra ISH -i nostri ospiti a Montréal- e

ricerca e il CEPE che sta già mostrando risultati promettenti

ESH. La loro ospitalità è stata generosa e apprezzata, confer-

con un'eccellente percentuale di adesione da parte dei nostri

mando il nostro rapporto di società sorelle con un antenato

titolari di ECH e di chi sta mostrando interesse nel partecipare

condiviso.

a questa sperimentazione clinica.

Abbiamo concordato di lavorare insieme su diversi progetti,

A grandi linee si tratta di somministrare dei questionari pre e

incluso un approccio congiunto nei confronti dell’Organizza-

post trattamento che correlino la lateralità emisferica con l'ip-

zione Mondiale della Sanità perché all'ipnosi venga riconosciu-

notizzabilità. Ritengo che in questo tipo di iniziative l'ESH pos-

to lo status di prezioso intervento clinico. Anche la riunione

sa dare un contributo importante mobilitando le risorse di tut-

del Consiglio dei Rappresentanti ESH è stata illuminante.

te le sue società costituenti per favorire la ricerca e la raccolta
di dati sull'eﬃcacia dell'ipnosi clinica.

Abbiamo accolto due nuove Società nella nostra famiglia:
CHP dalla Svezia e l'Eveil dalla Francia. Abbiamo anche con-

Per concludere, da parte del vostro presidente un po’ provato

cordato di registrare l’ESH nel Regno Unito, con tutti i vantag-

dal jet-lag, un ricordo relativo alla cerimonia di chiusura e ad

gi fiscali e legali che derivano dal congiungere la nostra sede

una frase che ho sentito più e più volte: "A presto, a Basilea."

legale con il central oﬃce.
I progressi nella riqualificazione del nostro sito web, che ave-

Così mentre i risultati di Montréal vengono confermati, l'entu-

vo già menzionato nella mia lettera precedente, continuano a

siasmo del prossimo Congresso in Svizzera inizia a generare

evolversi e uno degli obiettivi è quello di commissionare un

nuova luce per la nostra visione dell’ipnosi.

nuovo logo per sostituire la attuale versione piuttosto datata.
Per citare il nostro designer:
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Editor’s Letter
Consuelo Casula

Montreal - Photo by F.C.

This current ESHNL is another demonstra-

This joy is shared by all the European and

tion that everything passes: panta rei. In

International colleagues who know them

the previous issue readers were preparing

and esteem them and their contribution in

to go to the ISH Congress in Montreal.

the field of hypnosis. Matthias Mende recei-

Now it has ended to the full satisfaction of

ved "The Pierre Janet Award for Clinical Ex-

both the participants and organizers. Tho-

cellence”, given to a scholar “whose lifeti-

se same readers and many others have co-

me of published clinical experience sub-

me back from Montreal with enriching per-

stantially advances the understanding of

sonal and professional experiences.

the uses of hypnosis in obtaining eﬀective

Among our European colleagues, three of

results in clinical practice.” Katalin Varga

them return with a heart full of joy for the

received the Jay Haley Early Career Award

awards they have deservedly received.

for Innovative Contributions to Hypnosis,
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given to a scholar early in the career stage

Gerard also gives us some information on

whose writing, teaching, leadership and cli-

congresses and editorial activities in Fran-

nical/scientific work have shown substanti-

ce. Peter Naish in his usual column on re-

ve advances in the understanding and

search, quoting Verdi, Wagner and Sha-

practice of hypnosis. Bernhard Trenkle re-

kespeare, gives us a reflection on what

ceived the Helen H. & John G. Watkins

happens in the two brain hemispheres

Award for Excellence in Teaching, given to

when “highs” and “lows” hypnotizable pa-

one who exemplifies a lifetime of excellen-

tients are hypnotised.

ce in the teaching of hypnosis for use in clinical and research settings.

Marie Jeanne Bremer synthesizes what the

In the column dedicated to the connection

Milton Erickson Gesellschaft für Klinische

with the ISH community, this issue propo-

Hypnose e.V. (M.E.G.), does to promote

ses an interview with two of the ISH awar-

hypnosis in the field of medicine and

dees, Katalin Varga and Bernhard Trenkle.

psychotherapy, to provide solid informa-

I thank the dear friends who have already

website www.hypnosis.de, created by the

tion and dispel misconceptions.

written about their impressions of the con-

Silvia Zanotta shares one of her case whe-

gress.

re she helped a child to transform pain and

The common thread in this issue follows
the value of connecting people and societi-

trauma with a creative utilization of Ego
State Therapy (EST).

es that consider hypnosis as a privileged

Marilia Baker from the Ericksonian Founda-

instrument in the clinical, teaching and re-

tion proposes an inspiring interview with

search fields.

Roxanna Erickson-Klein who continues to

Gerard Fitoussi with his French glamor allows us to get to know Régis Dumas, the
current president of the French Confedera-

spread the teachings of her father Milton,
adding at the same time her original imprint.

tion of Hypnosis and Brief Therapy

I thank each contributor whose collabora-

(CFHTB), and gives us hope for a reconci-

tion is essential not only for the ESHNL but

liation between CFHTB and ESH.

also for the ESH Community.
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Connection With

French Hypnotic Comunity

By
Gérard Fitoussi

Photo by F.C.
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Interview with Régis Dumas (CFHTB)

by Gérard Fitoussi

The CFHTB also organizes seminars, colloquiums, conferences. In May 2017, I had the honor of presiding over the 10th forum of the
CFHTB in Clermont-Ferrand, a symposium which
takes place every two years and gathered more
than 1,100 health professionals.

You’re president of the Confédération Francophone d’Hypnose et de Thérapies Brèves. Can
you tell us, Régis, few words regarding the
CFHTB?
The CFHTB, Confédération Francophone
d’Hypnose et de Thérapies Brèves, has existed
since May 1996 thanks to the initiative of Patrick
Bellet, general practitioner, in Vaison-la-Romaine
and Dominique Megglé psychiatrist, in Toulon.
The mission of the CFHTB is to present our approach of hypnosis to other professionals, the general public, and various public institutions. The
goal of the CFHTB is to harmonize diﬀerent training programs in hypnosis and to adapt it to
French culture, its environment and its language.

The first forum was organized in 1997 at Vaison-la-Romaine, then at Sanary (2003), St-Malo
(2005), Liège (2007), Nantes (2009), Biarritz
(2011), Strasbourg (2013), and Paris (2015) simultaneously with the ISH symposium, and most recently in Clermont-Ferrand in May 2017. The next
symposium is scheduled for May 2019 in Montpellier under the presidency of Isabelle Nickles,
member of the BOD of the CFHTB. The confederation includes 35 institutes in France as well as
in Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Québec,
Morocco, and Lebanon. We are proud and honored by this diversity. To become a member of the
CFHTB an association needs to agree with our
ethical code. Additionally, a new institute must be
presented by three existing institutes and by at
least three diﬀerent presidents, members of the
CFHTB. The new institute must respect our regulations and must actively engage with the life of
the CFHTB. Institutes wishing to participate in the
CFHTB must have been established for at least
two years.
What about you personal and medical path?
I was born into a family of doctors, my grand-parents and great-grand parents were all in medicine; however, my father hated hospitals and choose to become a judge. As a result, I had to follow
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my father to various job locations. For instance,
we were in Algeria from 1960 to 1962, during the
war, as my father was a justice of the peace…
until we moved to Clermont-Ferrand… I attended almost twenty diﬀerent schools! After my medical studies in Clermont-Ferrand in France, I became a doctor and a diplomat at the French embassy in New Delhi, India as the social-medical
attaché. I was responsible for French people
who had diﬃculties in India following an accident, an illness, or facing social or administrative
problems and that could for multiple reasons
land them in the local jail. Because of this experience, I have a special relation with the Indian
world: its medicine, its specific approach to illness, its wisdom and its turmoil—with personal
knowledge of such people as Indira Gandhi, her
son, Sanjay Gandhi, Mother Teresa, and the Dalai Lama… One book will not be enough!
I returned to France in 1983 and began a practice as family doctor in Thiers, a city close to Clermont-Ferrand, in the “Street of Docteurs Dumas,” in the family house where my grand-father
and my great-grandfather had practiced medicine years before. In recognition for their services,
the city gave their name to this street.
What brought you to hypnosis?
RD. 25 years ago, I was training in osteopathy
and a colleague who I trusted and who had a similar curiosity and approach to me, but was
much older than me, answered a question about
the training he found the most interesting during
his medical career. He answered: osteopathy
and hypnosis! I was very surprised because he
seemed to me to be very reasonable and hypno-

sis at that time was for me something of a stage
performance or for lunatics.
Ten years later after a training course in chronic
pain, I met Jean Becchio who led a training in
acupuncture, and who also presented on hypnosis. I remembered what my friend had told me
ten years earlier and I decided to follow a training in hypnosis with Jean Becchio
What is your experience in this area ?
I participated in all of Jean Becchio’s hypnosis
trainings, and in a few weeks, I will train with him
in Qi Gong. Thierry Servillant, one of our guests
in 2013, asked me to join the CFHTB. He was a
member of the BOD and a previous president.
He mentored me, and Hypnose- Auvergne was
honored to join the CFHTB in 2014.
Since the change in the administrative organization in France Hypnose-Auvergne changed its
name to HAURA, a word rich in signification
Hypnose-Auvergne-Rhône -Alpes.
Who are the figures that are important for you
in hypnosis ?
After Jean Becchio, I was influenced by numerous figures like Teresa Robles, Stefano Colombo, Dominique Megglé, Gaston Brosseau,
François Roustang… and so many others that
enlightened my medical path.
How did you utilize hypnosis in your medical
practice?
Very rapidly I began using hypnosis in my practice: first in association with osteopathy develo-
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ping over time osteo-hypnosis, and I used
hypnosis to assist those struggling with addictions, stress, chronic pain... Due to my medical
practice, my hypnosis sessions are no longer
than 30 minutes. And I usually see patients only
3 or 4 times to answer the objectives we agreed
upon during our first meeting.
You are also an osteopath. Are hypnosis and
osteopathy complementary ?
When I met Jean Becchio to train in hypnosis,
knowing that I was practicing osteopathy, he
told me: «Régis, you’ve been practicing hypnosis for a very long time…». I didn’t know this at
the time. And, thanks to hypnosis I deepened
my understanding of osteopathy even more,
which allowed me to develop the concept of
osteo-hypnosis which is sort of my specialty today.
You also practice meditation and, as well as
India, you have also a special connection
with China which you regularly visit. Can you

the work of Jon Kabat-Zinn to help fighting this
illness. And it’s perhaps obvious that I also trained in mindfulness.
Fifteen years ago I created Hypnose Auvergne
which became HAURA: Hypnose Auvergne Rhône Alpes. We invite numerous figures from the
world of hypnosis and we regularly train students in hypnosis. After the organization of the
tenth forum of the CFHTB in May 2017, I decided to present my candidacy for the presidency
of the CFHTB. With my experience of the forum,
the contact with the various institutes, I could
hear their questions, their concerns, and their hopes. I wanted to give back what I had received,
and it is important to me to follow the path of
the president before me, whom I respected deeply and who taught me so much. I was in deep
agreement with the values of the CFHTB. My
goal is to help develop clinical and therapeutic
hypnosis in an ethical framework with a solid training. I also knew I could count on the members
of the BOD around me, such as you, Gerard,
whom I respect deeply and have a great esteem.

tell us more about this ?
You are organizing a big event for 2018. the
I have visited China every year for the last decade as I’m the doctor in charge of the “Great Wall
Trail”. During my stay at the embassy in India, I
also worked for an insurance company as their
correspondent.
I already had a special relation with Hinduism,
Buddhism, and I had the opportunity to meet the
Dalai-Lama in a medical environment due to the
fact that some French citizens were living in his
center at Dharamsala, and I had to medically intervene on diﬀerent occasions … I also met Bernard Giraudeau, a French actor, who received
treatment with his cancer and was familiar with

“États généraux” of hypnosis will be the main
event of this year, 2018.
Yes the État, I am organizing the “États généraux” of hypnosis that will take place in Paris the
23rd and 24th of November 2018 at the University of Paris Diderot. Numerous presentations
are expected and it will be an important moment
to be in contact and communicate with:
- Representatives from the health community:
Academics, hospital doctors, members of professional medical associations.
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- Political representatives in the health sector
- Patients associations…
We also would like the press and the media to
be present. We will present our particularities:
- Clinical and therapeutic hypnosis with the 3 W:
By whom? For whom? For what? We will define
our ethical framework, which training in hypnosis? What research? We also want to link these
debates to public health concerns and build up
hypnosis for tomorrow. Our statutes will be adapted to better responding to important developments in medical, clinical, and therapeutic
hypnosis and to a better definition and understanding of our practice and ethics. We are also
encouraging research projects, understanding
that our credibility will depend on the scientific
basis of our practice.
France is very active in various way of dealing with hypnosis, it seems to concern you?.
CFHTB is concerned by the development of
non-accredited schools that train non-health professionals in a very short time and with an orientation towards the spectacular. We are also very
vigilant and concerned by what is called streethypnosis and that we very justly call «hypnose
de trottoir…». The «États généraux» are organized to present the seriousness of our schools in
respect with our ethical chart and the training of
only health professionals who will practice
hypnosis within the limits of their profession. As
the Pr. Marie Elisabeth Faimonville says: « Conducting hypnosis in contexts where we were previously competent prior to hypnosis and no more … ». This appears to me very important to not
surpass our professional limits.

Martin Wall, the president of ESH in an interview recently wished that the CFHTB will once again become a member of the ESH. How
would you respond to him?
I will be present in Montreal at the ISH conference and we have already scheduled a meeting
with Martin where we will discuss about what
unites us. It could be useful to see how we could
work together to be stronger and better respected by the medical authorities, academics
and political actors. We could all benefit from
this.
Can you tell us about your hobbies and what
nourishes you?
I enjoy diversity in medicine which prevents me
from being tired and also allows me to have a lot
of diﬀerent possibilities. This richness is in the
diversity of my practice. I also take great pleasure in reading François Cheng. I love music and
used to play guitar in a band during my medical
studies. My worried mother used to call me regularly saying «Don’t forget, Régis, that you are a
medical student…». Sport is also very important
to me and at some point I hesitated between medicine, teaching physical education, philosophy,
architecture. In conclusion, accept that I salute
you….
We are all together in an active and quantic resonance … On the same wavelength …
It’s a great honor and pleasure to know that we
act in the same direction with wisdom, humanity,
benevolence and attention to the other…
I’m looking forward to meeting in Montreal.
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What’s Happening in France?
By Gérard Fitoussi
Concerning editorial activity, since last year in
France, we have benefited from the existence of
two hypnosis reviews: “Hypnosis and Brief Therapy” with a circulation of 15,000 readers and
which recently celebrated its first decade this
year; and TRANSES, which was established in
2017.

a potential that could become true and change
our patient experience. This rich issue also offers an article on working with a deaf patient by
Isabelle Bouillevaux, and on a diﬀerent note an
article on the work of Gauguin and the questions
he asked for all human kind by Christian Martens.

In the last trimester issue of “Hypnosis and Brief
Therapy,” the journal published numerous articles, book reviews and a mini-dossier about
hypnosis in general practice, which I had the honor of coordinating.

Concerning congresses, in the heart of the hospital Pitié-Salpêtriere, the same place where Charcot worked a century ago an important colloquium took place June 5th 2018 under the direction of Jean-Marc Benhaiem.

Often family medicine doctors state that hypnosis is an interesting method of treatment, but
that they do not have time for it in their busy
schedules. This issue presents diﬀerent approaches for the use of hypnosis, and how it could
be utilized during the flow of a consultation, with
the hope that it can contribute to changing their
opinion of employing hypnosis in their daily practice.

The title of the colloquy “Hypnosis and meditation”. Invited one of the best-known authors in
France, who introduced the Mindfulness in
French hospital system, Christophe Andre, and
Jean-Philippe Lachaux a neuroscientist invested
in the process of attention. More than 300 hundred persons attended the colloquium.

In TRANSES there is also a central section
which for the issue of the third trimester is about
“Virtual reality” an expression that came originally from the theatre and made its way to computer science and science-fiction.
What is its link with the hypnotic trances? The
activation of imagination and creativity, the projection in a distant future preferably a better one,

Jean-Marc Benhaiem gave a lecture on Tibetan
Buddhism referring to the works of Alexandra David Neel and of Nagarjuna an Indian Buddhism
philosopher of the II-III century.
Christophe André interestingly invited the attendees to reflect on the diﬀerences and similarities
between Mindfulness and Hypnosis a question
often asked by our patients. He noted that
hypnosis is more therapeutic and can be ended
after few sessions once the patient cured, while
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mindfulness is more a practice that must be pursued lifelong to be beneficial similar to doing
physical exercises.
He reminded us of the beginning of his practice
of meditation 20 years ago, with some scepticism from his colleagues and the leap forward
due to the pioneering work of Jon Kabat-Zin and
how neuro-imagery has helped to analyze and
visualize what is happening in the brain.
These help a lot to explain and overcome mental
barriers in the medical community regarding meditation and I should add we can say the same
for hypnosis.
Jean-Philippe Lachaux director of research at INSERM (Medical Institute of Medical Research)
emphasized the important research on attention.
What is it, and what is it’s purpose?
In Britany, Emergences and his president Claude
Virot, also the immediate past-president of ISH,
organized the regularly held congress in the city
of Saint-Malo which attracts more participants
every year.
This year from June 14 to June 16, 1200 professionals gathered for what is now a must in France. During the first edition in 2000 there were only 100 professionals.
This year there was a debate about who can use
hypnosis with a growing demand to regulate the
profession.

This debate will be followed up in 23rd and 24th
November at the University of Paris at a national
symposium “Etats généraux de l’hypnose”
which will continue to discuss this subject which
is of concern to most professionals, as Régis Dumas told us during my interview.
The main objectives will be to create an inventory of the various methods of hypnosis and how
people are trained. Who is entitled to train? Who
do we train, and how? The main objective will be
to present a scientifically grounded practice of
hypnosis—one that is carried out by health professionals within an ethical framework.
In addition, we want to present the CFHTB as a
central actor in the world of hypnosis, especially
at a moment where street hypnosis and lay training of hypnosis are creating a state of confusion for the general public and public institutions.
At the end of these “ETATS GENERAUX de
l’HYPNOSE” a “White Paper“ will be produced
and presented to academics and to various governmental institutions.
We are also open and willing to meet with the
press and the media during these two days as
well as with patients’ associations. We will also
present more information about this event in
newsletters.
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By
Marie Jeanne
Bremer

Connection with

the German hypnotic comunity

Photo by F.C.

Promoting hypnosis in the field of medici-

The website www.hypnosis.de, created by

ne and psychotherapy is not equivalent to

the Milton Erickson Gesellschaft für Klini-

publicity but has to be based on pil-

sche Hypnose e.V. (M.E.G.), promises an

lars such as

interesting and vivid approach to the com-

providing solid information

and dispelling misconceptions.

plex

themes around the issue of clinical

hypnosis.
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Representatives of the diﬀerent regional societies give interviews on the multiple «FAQ» such
as: what is hypnosis? What are the myths? How
does hypnosis work? Possibilities and limits?
The present selection for the German connection focusses on the contribution «hypnosis for
children and adolescents». Two skilled childpsychologists, Hiltrud Lütter-Biermann (Germany) and Suzy Signer-Fischer (Switzerland) bring
up the benefit of hypnosis for a large spectrum
of symptoms and diseases, especially when
hypnotic tools are integrated in systemic, cognitive-behavioural or psychodynamic therapies.
Good results are listed for allergies, migraines,
treatment of pain, strengthening of the immunesystem, enuresis, eating-disorders, anxieties,
school-phobia, compulsions, regulation of emotions and much more. While working with children, trance-inductions are often embedded in
stories or play-actions. During trance, the child
experiences better self-acceptance and confidence in their own talents and resources. But
the treatment often requires the child’s motivation for practicing auto-hypnosis and in this treatment parents may have a supportive role.
Both authors’ recommendation is to involve the
parents so that they get information giving them
an understanding of therapeutic work with
hypnosis. Not only information is necessary.
When a child suﬀers, the whole family suﬀers
and often needs to be supported as well. The
therapist may help the parents to detect the triggers and atmospheres which are responsible for
maintaining symptoms and enhance more enabling attitudes.
Hiltrud Lütter-Biermann advises great caution:
hypnosis should never be done with children
and adolescents outside a therapeutic context.

Kids are very curious and want to explore
unknown fields but they are also very suggestible and a non-professional use of trance-induction may be harmful. She emphasises the dangers when parents may exercise too much pressure, or when hypnotists promise a rapid and unrealistic healing. This recommendation is applicable to adults as well. I have in mind some patients whose doctor’s told them «you will rapidly
get rid of your distress» and they still suﬀer for
years and decades.
The website also provides information about the
place of hypnosis in diﬀerent disorders. Let me
give just one example of what you may discover:
«depression and hypnosis» by Ortwin Meiss (Germany). Depressed clients are often convinced
that there is no possibility of a positive change.
So it’s important that they acquire an understanding of things that go wrong in their life. Hypnosis is bypassing the limits of a «talking-approach» by activating right-hemispheric processes
and accessing a more profound comprehension
for the relationship between life-situations, over
stress and depressive feelings and reactions. An
interesting technique may be the «proxy-technique». The client is invited to choose a creature
or an animal that is in a similar situation as himself and that experiences similar emotions. This
technique facilitates a more complete understanding of the various components that may have
influenced the symptoms of depression. Building on this new awareness, other hypnotic
tools for enhancing competences and self-eﬃcacy are very eﬀective. But the therapist needs
to keep in mind: he may give a direction and offer some good proposals and the client has to be
the active partner in choosing or accepting the
proposals.
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Creative transformation of pain and trauma
with Ego State Therapy (EST)
According to the Ego State Therapy model, every personality consists of a unique combination
of individual ego states. This means that personality parts are not pre-defined like in other
parts’ models. Therefore, the therapy process is
highly creative, both for therapist and client. In
EST we communicate and work directly with the
involved parts instead of just talking about problems or symptoms. For Ego States can grow,
change and start to cooperate, in sync with the
whole personality, thus a wide variety of symptoms can be reduced and clients can be strengthened and rebalanced by empowering conflictfree states and resource parts.
Ego State Therapy brings lightness and relief, gives the client control, leads out of helplessness,
resolves inner conflicts and transforms trauma
into resource.
Clients who are stuck despite of many years of
therapy, often come out of their blocked state in
relatively short time. Some ego states are at the
surface, but there are others, hidden in the unconscious, that may produce destructive symptoms. Using hypnosis, we have many ways to
access these unconscious parts. All ego states,
paradoxically also those with “malevolent“ roles,
have originally come to assist the individual with
adjusting or surviving. So even “malevolent“
parts may be transformed into important inner
resources.
The following clinical cases – one with an adult,
the other with a child - illustrate how trauma and
pain can be healed through EST.

Working with pain and somatic symptoms
The 63-year-old client suﬀers from severe trigeminus pain, she can hardly speak or eat. This
pain is caused by stress, whenever she does not
take care of herself or when she needs to adjust
to others too much. She has tried hypnosis,
osteopathy and medication, with little eﬀect.
With the help of the therapist she makes a conflict-free experience where she can hold her
ground and by which she is deeply touched. She
comes to the conclusion: “I am the one who decides!“ and she realizes that both states exist:
pain/helplessness and resource/strength. In the
following sessions several very young traumatised ego states emerge. They are strengthened,
brought into present time and allied with other
strong parts. In the 5th session, the therapist
asks for the ego state related to the trigeminus
pain. There is a crying baby, left alone in the
dark. The client can take the baby in her arms
and is able to calm her. The baby-state gets
what she needs: she is nurtured by caring
grand-parents who will from now on stay with
her and care for her. After this corrective experience, the client gradually reduces pain medication until she is medication-free. She reports that
she often touches and holds her upper arms at
home, thinking of the grand-parents who take
care of the baby, which stabilizes her even more.
Ego State Therapy with anxiety and tics
9 year old Raphael suﬀers from various anxietyproblems, sleeplessness, a head-shaking-tic (as
if he was saying no by body language), headaches. Parents and teachers report social problems and low social competence. The boy is
easily frustrated, has diﬃculties in writing and
language, has low self-esteem, doesn’t show his
feelings, panics with every change of routine.
One year before therapy starts, Raphael had me20

ningitis caused by a tick-bite and was hospitalized, where he was not able to speak for several
days.
Safety and Stabilisation
In order to reduce anxiety and increase his selfconfidence and motivation, the therapist invites
Raphael to access his resource states first and
then the part related to his anxiety. Baby Dinosaur represents his strong, brave side: he is active in sports, gym. Shark on the opposite, is a
fear-state, frightened by skulls. In hypnosis, Baby dinosaur and Shark get to know each other.
The therapist makes them realize that they both
want to help and protect Raphael and invites
them to cooperate with each other for the best
of Raphael: they connect through a green laserbeam and decide to frighten skull together, put it
in a garbage bag and throw it out of the window.
Fantomias (an alter of Donald Duck with magic
powers) is Raphael’s strong inner helper: he
fights with laser guns and strong fists. In role
play, Raphael fights, acts and feels like Fantomias. In a light trance, a safe place is installed:
Raphael is in a blue energy-field, wearing a space overall.

tion is accessed: Raphael was terribly frightened
when they came to pull out his infusion: The (at
that time) 8 year old Raphael shook his head,
wanted to cry „no“ (!), but was not able to
speak, absolutely helpless. Resolution, repair, renegotiation. The therapist talks to this frozen and
frightened 8 year old Raphael, telling him that
this is not happening now, that it is over and that
he now has the power to change his surroundings or to find his own safe place: 8 year old
Raphael creates a blue planet with a villa and an
oxygen shield around it. There is also a spaceship, a swimming pool, the sun and Fantomias as protector as well as a Wise Angel. Blue
planet with Fantomias and Wise Angel

Integration and new identity

Access of Ego State related to symptoms

After this intervention, head-shaking tics stop,
Raphael is a lot calmer and more in balance. His
parents report that they can hardly believe how
much Raphael has changed within less than a
year, a statement which is quite usual working
with Ego State Therapy.

Through hypnosis and a time-regression to the
meningitis-incident in hospital a traumatic situa21
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I have always found it disconcerting that

hypnosis is little more than a social pheno-

some research results imply that hypnotic

menon, where a compliant subject says, in

inductions are redundant – they are merely

eﬀect, “Ah, you want me to have strange

a little scene-setting ritual that has no im-

hypnosis-type experiences. I’ll try to obli-

pact upon subsequent results. Such thin-

ge.” Even the rather sceptical socio-cogniti-

king fits in very well with the notion that

ve theorists acknowledge that people
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‘trying to oblige’ endeavour to develop co-

tic susceptibility spectrum. Diﬀerent rates

gnitive approaches that will bring about

of oscillation are present simultaneously in

the desired eﬀects. These approaches are

our brains, just as an orchestra will produ-

actually strategies which, if successful, will

ce low frequency notes from the double ba-

result in their brain delivering the required

ses and tubas, together with a whole ran-

conscious experience. People who are hi-

ge of notes up to the high frequency vio-

ghly susceptible to hypnosis seem to have

lins and piccolos. Although a range of fre-

the skill to make their very versatile brains

quencies will be present, it is common for

produce any sensation or behaviour they

one register to predominate, such as the

wish. It would not be surprising if such

low, dark sonority of some of Wagner’s pie-

people could spring into action at a mo-

ces, or the soaring heights of Verdi. It is

ment’s notice and behave ‘hypnotically’.

much the same in our heads, and Jensen’s

However, for more average people it

work has focussed on the ‘deeper’ end,

seems reasonable to expect them to requi-

the slow waves of the theta band: about 4

re something like a warm-up exercise if

– 7 cycles per second. He finds that the

they are to perform at their best.

more hypnotically susceptible people are,

Who are those ‘more average’ people? At
the recent Congress of the International Society of Hypnosis, in Montreal, a number of
speakers drew attention to the problem of
confining research to just hypnotic ‘highs’
and ‘lows’. It has been a convenient way

the ‘louder’ they tend to be in this range.
That applies even before they are hypnotised, but during a hypnotic induction the
amount of energy at these frequencies
steadily increases. It is not a sudden
switch into a diﬀerent state.

of maximising diﬀerences in behaviour,

Krisztian Kasos took a diﬀerent approach.

and hence potentially helping us to see

As with some old research of my own, he

what happens when people are hypnoti-

looks at asymmetries between the two he-

sed, but it misses out most of the popula-

mispheres of the brain. This he does indi-

tion, and those, by definition, are represen-

rectly by measuring the skin conductance

tative of most patients seen by clinicians.

on the two sides of the body (the hands

Mark Jensen and his colleagues have be-

are often used). How easily a small electri-

en using electroencephalography (EEG) to

cal current can flow through the skin de-

characterise the electrical oscillations in

pends upon the level of sweat (salty, so

the brains of people from across the hypno-

conductive) in the sweat glands. The swea-
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tiness depends upon the level of arousal,

know! The final step in the preparatory lo-

which of course is determined by brain acti-

gic is to note that the region of brain which

vity. Since the brain has two hemispheres,

carries out this kind of self-monitoring is

connected (contralaterally) to the two sides

believed to be in the left hemisphere – the

of the body, it is possible for those two si-

left dorso-lateral pre-frontal cortex to be

des to show diﬀerent current flows, reflec-

exact. Armed with all of those supposi-

ting levels of activity which diﬀer slightly

tions, the researchers reasoned that, if one

between the hemispheres. Krisztian trac-

could interrupt the working of that left he-

ked the changes during hypnotic induc-

misphere region, then a moderately hypno-

tion, and showed (as others find) that in

tizable person would start to feel much mo-

highs the right hemisphere becomes more

re convincing eﬀects, with responses to

active. However, his result also showed

suggestions all ‘happening by themselves’.

that the process was not instantaneous, ta-

How does one interrupt the brain? The

king around nine minutes to develop. The-

technique is called transcranial magnetic

rapists who believe in the merits of an in-

stimulation (TMS). A powerful, pulsating

duction seem to be vindicated.

magnetic field is directed towards the ap-

Over the years, a number of studies have
implicated the right hemisphere as having
something of a key role in hypnosis, and a
paper by Zoltan Dienes and Sam Hutton
seemed to oﬀer indirect support for this
(1). These researchers took ‘involuntariness’ to be a key indicator of hypnosis, in
other words responding to a suggestion,
such as having an arm float up, feels as if
it is happening automatically. To achieve
this, when really the person is lifting the
arm themselves, Zoltan and Sam propo-

propriate part of the head, and this interferes with the workings of the cortex just below. The results of all this were just as had
been proposed: the subjective experience
of being hypnotised was enhanced when
part of the left hemisphere was disabled.
On the basis of that observation it is reasonable to suggest that when naturally highly
hypnotisable people shift their brain’s activity more towards the right, then it is achieving the same ends: they no longer use the
self-monitoring left.

sed that people abandoned what is termed

As Shakespeare put it, the course of true

‘higher order thought’. This is our ability for

love never did run smooth (A Midsummer

introspection, not just to know that we are

Night’s Dream). Had the UK’s national

doing something, but to know that we

poet/playwright known about research I
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am sure he would have said much the sa-

order something to drink or a bite to eat.

me about that! Without going into all the

You get a wonderful idea! “I will sit in the

details again, I have to report that Max

bar and listen carefully to what people say,

Coltheart and colleagues found something

then see what they are served.” However,

rather diﬀerent (2). This group first tried to

just as you think you are getting the hang

replicate Zoltan’s earlier findings, but di-

of it, you are puzzled by hearing what

sconcertingly could obtain no hypnosis-en-

seem to be diﬀerent words. Your problem

hancing eﬀects when they applied TMS to

is that this is an international airport and

the left hemisphere. However, they did pro-

diﬀerent visitors are using their own langua-

duce enhancement by applying it to the

ges; the clever barman is something of a

right – very odd! The region they were inter-

polyglot, so he can respond to them all. Re-

rupting is believed to be involved in evalua-

searchers are still very much in the posi-

ting the reality of experiences. Damage he-

tion of the new arrival and have yet to ac-

re is linked to logic-defying conditions

quire all the skills of the barman. And clini-

such as Capgras Delusion, where a patient

cians? Well, in some ways it is easier for

thinks that someone close (e.g. a spouse)

them; they have an interpreter. The con-

has been replaced by a replica. It is easy

scious patient/client is in principle able to

to see why the temporary ‘damage’ by

translate the therapist’s words into the pri-

TMS to this region might allow people to

vate language of their own brain. However,

accept the illogical experiences of hypno-

that channel cannot become fully eﬀective

tic suggestions.

unless the therapist speaks exactly the lan-

How should we resolve the apparent contradictions between the diﬀerent research
findings and explanations? Full resolution
will only be achieved through more research, but something that is becoming very clear is that diﬀerent people reach the

guage of the patient-interpreter. That requires rapport, something which does not simply happen. To speak that perfectly attuned language is not necessarily an easy
task, although a skilled therapist may make it seem so.

same hypnotic goals by using diﬀerent ele-

1 Dienes, Z & Hutton S (2013). Understanding hypnosis meta-

ments of the brain’s vastly complex reper-

suggestibility. Cortex, 49, 386-392.

cognitively: rTMS applied to left DLPFC increases hypnotic

toire. This presents a challenge for researchers. Let me give an analogy. You have

2 Coltheart, M et al. (2018). Belief, delusion, hypnosis, and

landed in a foreign country and cannot

tic stimulation study. Cortex, 101, 234 – 248.

the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex: A transcranial magne-

speak a word of the language, not even to
25
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Interview with Bernhard Trenkle
By Consuelo Casula

the very first workshops Jeﬀ Zeig taught in
Germany. In January 1980 together with
Gunther Schmidt I started organizing workshops with Ericksonian American colleagues like Jeﬀ Zeig, Steve Lankton, Steve
Gilligan, Paul Carter and many others.
From1982-1986 I worked at the Department of Speech Pathology University Clinic
in Heidelberg with adult and adolescent
stutterers, psychogenic voice disorders and
other patients. From 1986 together with
Gunther Schmidt we started our own Training institute. We have trained many thousands of colleagues in the last 30 years.
The first congress I organized was long
time ago, in 1973. It was during the time I
You have been in the field of hypnosis

was studying economics and engineering.

since 1979, and in all these years you ha-

In parallel, I was active in the youth organi-

ve developed not only your hypnotic ex-

zation of the Christian Democrat Party

pertise, especially in the field of speech

(CDU) in Germany, the party of chancellor

therapy, but also you became a master

Angela Merkel.

in organizing big congresses. Tell us how
you started in being involved in this field.
The first time I heard the name of Milton
Erickson it was 1975 in a University Lecture
of Helm Stierlin, in Heidelberg. Since then I
was interested and studied the work of
Erickson. In January 1979 I visited one of

I was the main organizer of a congress for
Kindergarten Teachers. We had 550 registrations but could take only 330 because the
congress location was not big enough. Via
this congress we were able to modify a
planned Kindergarten law significantly. This
law was valid until recently. I think that over
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the last 30 years, this guaranteed that chil-

If we look at the new BOD that has me as

dren in Southern Germany had a better Kin-

President, Mark Jensen, from USA, as Pre-

dergarten time. While I was studying eco-

sident-Elect, and Enayat Shahidi, from

nomics and engineering I specialized in

Iran, as the secretary treasurer, the motto

what is called Operations Research. This

of ISH - “Building Bridges of Understan-

gave me a lot of tools which are helpful in

ding” - is well symbolized. The new Chair

organizing big events like international con-

of the COR is Woltemade Hartman, from

gresses.

South Africa. He is travelling a lot and tea-

In Montreal you oﬃcially started your
triennium as ISH president. Tell us about

ches all around the world. Katalin Varga
still will go on with her great newsletter for
the society.

the extraordinary and very international
board that you have.

The next International Congress will be in
June 2021 in Krakow Poland. My Polish

I am very happy with the new ISH BOD. Du-

friend and colleague, Kris Klaes, will be the

ring my address at the COR Meeting I said

main organizer and I am very happy to ha-

we should try to balance many things at

ve him in the BOD. He also has a lot of ex-

the same time: Keeping the experience,

perience in coaching well-know Polish Top

the eﬀectiveness and the good atmosphe-

politicians like Lech Walensa. So I hope to

re of the last two BODs, and also bringing

have good advise for me and the BOD

in some younger colleagues, balancing

from him.

men and women, and representing as many continents as possible. Somehow the

Xin Fang from Beijing University is the best

Reps elected a BOD which perfectly

Chinese Organizer and in the last 10 years

matches these goals.

she created a strong Chinese Hypnosis Society. We all hope to have one of the future

We have members from Europe, Africa,

ISH Congresses in China. Cecilia Fabre is

Asia, Australia, North America and Latin

the daughter of the former ISH BOD mem-

America. We also have several younger col-

ber Teresa Robles. They run the successful

leagues in the BOD, and a good balance of

Milton Erickson Institute of Mexico and Ce-

colleagues who are researchers at univer-

cilia knows the whole field of Latin Ameri-

sity, like Giuseppe de Benedittis, Mark Jen-

ca that is very important for us.

sen and Katalin Varga, and others who are
therapists and hypnotherapy teachers.

Tell us what are your programs for the
next three years of your ISH board.
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Going on with project like getting reco-

mother came back. On one side I learned

gnized by WHO: Giuseppe de Benedittis

to balance relationships with several per-

invested a lot of time and eﬀort in this

sons who were all competing to be the

task. My plan is to create an internet data-

best mother for little Bernhard. This gave

base with all hypnosis experts around the

me my basic family-therapy training in stay-

world: CV, publication list and photo.

ing neutral and having lots of good relation-

Via this database, experts can locate each
other, congress organizers can find the specialists for their faculty, clients can find a
therapist, etc. The webpage is existing already and will grow fast in the number of
members. www.WhoISHWho.com.
The readers of this newsletter are invited
to send a CV, photo and publication list to
contact@whoishwho.com
You are a man of long lasting relationships what is the secret of this friendly
attitude of yours?

ship in parallel. And additionally, because
my mother disappeared two times, I learned quickly to do a lot to create good relationships. Being a bit unsure and anxious, I
thought I might loose a relationship, so I
learned to quickly install long term attachments

to relationship and also I al-

ways take care not to loose relationships.
After I learned not to burn out and risk depression in investing too much - things in
my life went quite well.
You also are a man of long lasting plans.
You have a vision that goes beyond and
elsewhere. You like to plan ahead and

Puuh, this is a rather psychoanalytic and

you act as a missionary of hypnosis that

very personal question. I never asked my-

goes to conquer previously unexplored

self this question this way.

countries, sowing the seed of passion

One key Ericksonian principle is transforming weakness into strength, or a handicap into a resource. Maybe this can go some way to explaining it. In the first year of
my life, my mother was severely sick on
two occassions and remained in a hospital
many months. My grandmother and seve-

for our discipline, like you did in Iran
and China. What drives you to teach
hypnosis in countries so diﬀerent from
cultural, social and religion point of
view. What is most interesting for you
when you meet colleague of diﬀerent
countries.

ral aunts took good care of me until my
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On one side, for decades I have quite a col-

could get an award which before had been

lection of intercultural books like the clas-

given to my role models and heroes, like

sic books from Edward T. Hall, thus I was

Jay Haley or Paul Watzlawick. Also I got

always interested to experience and learn

the Milton Erickson Award of German Mil-

from other cultures. On the other side, a

ton Erickson Society, a Life-Time Achieve-

part of my family wanted me to become a

ment Award of the Chinese Hypnosis Asso-

catholic priest. I refused because I was not

ciation 2017, an Award for Advancing

fully convinced. When I am fully convinced

Hypnosis of the South African colleagues

and excited about something, no matter if

and the ISH Pierre Janet Award in 2012.

it is music, art, science or the science and
art of therapy, I am easily converted into a

You mentioned enthusiasm and humor

missionary and I like to spread my enthu-

as one of your special strength.

siasm.

You also wrote a joke book: the HahaHandbook.

In Montreal you just received your latest
award, the John and Helen Watkins

Actually I wrote two joke books in German

award for excellence in teaching. Before

language. 1984 I started explaining techni-

that, you already received several others. I imagine that each of them has been significant for you, but do you have a
special preference for some award?

cal terms like catalepsy, hallucination, direct inductions, ordeal therapy, circular
questioning etc. via jokes in our German
newsletter. I was young and provocative
and often wrote jokes close to being so po-

The award received in Montreal was a bit

litically incorrect that I was close to be ex-

surprising – sometimes I think that if I inve-

cluded from our society. But the readers

sted more time, I could be better in tea-

liked it and our newsletter at its peak was

ching. So I think I earned it for the humor

printed in 35.000 copies and mailed by

and the enthusiasm in teaching, and not

post to Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

fully for excellence. The first award was

After about 10 years some colleagues as-

the Life Time Achievement Award, in 1999,

ked for more and more jokes and chapters

of the Milton Erickson Foundation.

from the old issues. And this helped in writing the first joke book. It sold more than

This was an absolute surprise for me. It

40.000 copies in Germany and is still popu-

was completely out of my imagination I

lar. The book is translated into English,
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Russian and Italian. Soon there will be also

hour, holding the evening paper before

a Polish version. The English version is a

him. A bobby approaches him, clearing his

little bit “cleaned” because of political cor-

throat.

rectness. The Italian and Russian Publishing Houses have been brave enough
to risk the own reputation in translating
exactly word by word. But I also wrote and
edited several, more serious, hypnosis and
story telling books in German and plan to
write more.
Can you share with us one of your favorite jokes explaining a hypnotic phenomenon?

The man is so engrossed in the Times that
the bobby's eﬀorts to attract his attention
go unheeded. The bobby's attempts to
draw the man back into reality become a
bit bolder.
He lightly taps the man on the arm: ``Excuse me, Sir, your fly is open and your penis
is showing.'' The man stretches his arms
and holds the paper slightly away from
him, glances down the length of his own

Ok yes. The following example illustrates

body, and says in a surprised tone of voice:

the importance of hallucinatory phenome-

``Oh, she's gone?''

na in family life. Wife: ``If you don't stop
playing the saxophone, I'll go crazy.''
Husband: ``You already are. I stopped playing an hour ago.''
Whether the hallucinatory phenomena in
the following story are of a negative or positive nature has been a subject of controversy among hypnosis professionals for
many years.
A distinguished looking Englishman in pinstripes and bowler hat is calmly standing in
Trafalgar Square in the middle of the rush
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Katalin Varga

By
Consuelo Casula
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re talking about this interesting latest projects, I would like to ask you something about
the Hungarian Association of Hypnosis and
its role in the development of hypnosis in
your country.
I think the “3 leg structure” gives stability to our
society: we are working on the fields of clinical
psychotherapeutic application, basic research
on the mechanism of hypnosis, and various
fields of medicine. Neither of these would be
enough “alone”.
These fields fertilize each other: for example, our
results in the interactional nature of hypnosis is
very useful in its clinical application. Apart from
this, ours is a very good community. We know
each other, including the strengths and weaknesses of the colleagues. This makes the network
within the society very strong. Of course, we also have crises, from time to time, every 15-20
years providing an opportunity to renew the association. That means that the “hard core” of our
society considers and expresses the values that
we follow.
First of all, congratulation for your well deserved Jay Haley Early Career Award for Innovative Contributions to Hypnosis just received in
Montreal during the latest ISH congress. You
are an eclectic woman, mother of three children, wife, ISH Newsletter editor and ISH
board member, past president of the Hungarian Association of Hypnosis, professor at the
Eötvös Loránd University, and now you are involved in a new interesting project as cochair of the organization of Hypnosis: New
Generation (H:NG) conference, May 30th and
June 1th in Budapest. (see more at the ISN
Newsletter link, and at the website of the conference: hypnosisnewgeneration.com). Befo-

One of these is the high quality in teaching, research, and training. It could financially be much
more fruitful to “sell something” quickly, but we
insist on our high-quality level in all these fields.
For instance, it is extremely diﬃcult and complicated to run an interactional hypnosis research
study. From the planning of the research design
up to the submission it can easily be 2-3 years.
A paper-and-pencil type survey could yield results and publication much more quickly. But
this is what we set for ourselves as standard.
HAH has been able to give so many scholars
to the field of hypnosis, not only Eva Bányai
who has been ESH (1993-1996) and ISH presi33

Annamária Zseni, Gabriella Vértes – just to

topic the lab is working on. If it happens to be
hypnosis and we attract some of these young
colleague then we are fortunate. If they remain

mention a few. What is the most important va-

then this is miracle!😊

dent (2000-2004) and now you, but also others such as István Mészáros, Ferenc Túry,

lue that has been transmitted for generations,
starting from Eva.
First of all, a genuine curiosity and interest regarding hypnosis in general. It is unbelievable how
many volunteers are working in our projects: e.g.
in the cancer study of Eva now, or in my Suggestive therapy projects where we could get volunteers for each and every day (including
Christmas) to go to the hospital to deliver the
suggestive protocol to the critically ill patients.
Also, the responsibility of those who are having
this “tool” in their hands. In both senses: avoid
using it for worthless purposes but do use it for
the benefit of people and society. I also admire
the open communication, discussion and feedback.
At our annual meetings we do discuss the presentations, express our critical points – if there
are any. As all this is done in the spirit of respect
and love, it is not hurting or humiliating. On the
contrary: we can learn a lot from the audience as
well as the person who is presenting. This gives
a very good sense of security if our association
“accepts” your ideas, works and interventions.
What is your secret in involving so many young scholars in the hypnosis field.
I think this is directly proportional to our own involvement and interest. At the university we have each year 250-300 freshman. The majority
feel lost in the crowd, so they are open to possibilities. if they find a team, a lab, a department
with “open doors”, and people deeply involved
in something they enter and are happy to “belong ”. This is almost independent of the actual

What values are you transmitting to your students, to the young generation.
This is a diﬃcult question for me at the moment.
Even although I have been teaching at the university for more than 35 years now, I must “measure up” to the new dynamic lifestyle of young colleagues. e.g. the mobility is something new for
me: both in a geographical and in a general sense.
I have to realize that not everyone is like me:
people are changing countries, labs and tutors.
Following the way that is more promising is “normal” now, what is more: this is the trend. Very
interestingly I have just learned that it could be
related to the way we born: not if the natural
oxytocin system is working during delivery and
birth, but the mother – and of course the baby
as well – receives synthetic oxytocin and / or
pain medication: it will be easier for them to
change partners, locations, interest. In other
words: more diﬃcult to be persistent or to remain in the same “old” line even if diﬃculties arise.
So, at the moment, this is not me who is making
this happen. I have learned and realize that commitment is not the only, and definitely is not a general tendency. These days I am looking possible ways to adapt myself to this new trend.
As you might understand this is diﬃcult to harmonize with the “high quality”, time consuming
research projects we were speaking about above.
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The new conference: “Hypnosis: new generation” is part of my personal adaptation. I would
really like to learn the new tempo, processing-style and way of thinking of the young generation.
And I definitely enjoy their suggestions, the new
program types. For instance: one of the earliest
comments was that we should not think of them
as the next generation that is coming in the future. They are here and now – that is why we add
that to the title: Hypnosis: new generation – here
and now. Many brand new types of programs have been suggested by my young colleagues.
So apart from the “classical ones” like workshops, lectures, posters we will also have
“Flashtalks”: where any registered participant
can talk about their chosen topic of interest for 5

minutes, followed by a 5-minute discussion.
Even an abstract is not needed, as the chosen
topic can be an idea that was just born on the
site, or something that was heard/ experienced
at the conference. Another promising new program type is the „Hypno-Hackathon”: a brainstorming-like discussion for any emerging issue.
Participants can freely add their ideas, opinions
or experiences to the discussion.
Of course we welcome the more experienced
colleagues as well, including for conversationhours, or “speed dating”. This is where anyone
can have a personal 5 min conversation with someone who may have been in the field since before the younger colleague was born.
So I am/we /are on the way.
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By Peter Bloom
Marcia and I went to the International Socie-

ship with the therapist that is the change

ty of Hypnosis (ISH) triennial meeting with

agent. I saw this in speaker after speaker.

one purpose: to see as many friends as we
could. Mission accomplished.

One individual stands out as an exemplar

Our other purpose was to learn as much as

President, won the Benjamin Franklin Gold

we could about the advances in medical

Medal, the Society’s highest honour.

hypnosis and basic research. I have always
felt that every clinician should have a re-

of this whole process. Julie Linden, Past

The inscription on her medal reads, “Distin-

search colleague behind him or her.

guished leader, master clinician, eﬀective

Montreal had been the site, many years

friend to the field. Your longstanding com-

ago, where Campbell Perry gathered his re-

mitment, depth of knowledge, wisdom,

search graduate students with me for an ex-

creativity and humanity have advanced the

change of cases and comments. I learned

practice of hypnosis worldwide.”

how intimately research and clinical practi-

gratulate her warmly!

ce are joined at the hip. It is still true today.

teacher, respected colleague, and reliable

We con-

Administratively, The ISH Board of Directors

A repetitive truism. When many disciplines

is far more international that when we star-

come together to study how to use hypno-

ted out as a new society in 1973. China,

sis, disciplinary boundaries fall away and

where the Board met this last year, and our

true colleagueship evolves for the benefit of

next meeting site in 2021, Krakow, Poland

our patients and clients. We learn from

is an example of the vision that Claude Vi-

each other. I know of no other specialty

rot, outgoing president, and Bernhard Trenk-

where the person is more important than

le, incoming president are planning.

their theory of how it all works.

Our future looks bright.

All therapy is based on a personal, empathic, and genuine relationship. Theories
often guide but are not in essence the definitive attribute of change. It is the relation-
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By Susanna Carolusson
Richard Miller & Tobi Goldfuss, Boston.
“Is a mistake truly a mistake? Looking
into the mirror with naked honesty. Transforming blunder, strength and vulnerability into self acceptance.”
I chose this workshop because I gave a
workshop with Camillo Loriedo on the same topic, at the ESH congress in Manchester 2017. I very much enjoy workshops on
the topic of mistakes/failures, because colleagues usually prefer to present successes. At this Montreal congress, Camillo did
a second version on this topic with Julie
Linden as a co-teacher, so I had a choice
of which one to attend. Two workshops covering the topic of making something conMontreal - Photo by F.C.

structive out of “mistakes”. Wow!

This is not a report, but more of a review of

I chose Tobi and Richard, because I have

a few of all the presentations I attended. As

not heard them present together, and not

an experienced clinician, I can't and won't

on this topic. They started their workshop

stop my own reflections popping up. Alt-

in a community-creating manner by asking

hough some readers think it is a subjective

the participants to just say their names

review, it is not meant to be objective, and

and why they became therapists. They pre-

you can definitely see where my perspecti-

sented themselves with a good sense of

ve jumps in. I have chosen those that have

humour and self-efacement; they called

some common factors with my own clinical

their collaboration a “work-marriage”, and

work, although the ones I leave out had a

told us they end their partnership days by

high quality.

going to separate bedrooms, and their
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husbands are not jealous, but are friends

ficult cases were diagnosed narcissistic and

also.

borderline respectively, and the audience

I was happy to hear that Tobi actually used
to be supervised by the very special
psychoanalyst Harold Searles himself. I have the impression that there aren’t so many in our societies who have a profound
analytical background training, and I always

nodded in recognition. The way they presented this part of their workshop was artistic, serious and entertaining. When they
presented their cases, they read from a manuscript what happened in the communication, on a behavior level, as if the encounter with the client had been audio-visually
r e c o r-

feel at

ded.

home

After

with

some

those

s e n-

w h o

t e n-

have,

ces,

becau-

easy

se we

to fol-

s h a re

l o w

a r e-

like a

spect

d r a-

for de-

m a ,

fence

the ot-

m ec h anisms
and transference phenomena. They first
presented two easy cases which had caused them some guilt feelings, feelings of
not being good enough or being incompetent, and how they reacted. They then presented two more diﬃcult cases, one each,
and how they thought and reacted. The dif-

h e r
Montreal - Photo by F.C.

p r esenter

read from a manuscript detailing what happened beneath this professional surface,
i.e. how the therapist felt and thought – bare naked feelings, oaths, fears, anger, provoked reactions, etc. So, each therapist
presented two ego states (my choice of
concept), one surface state that acted as
39

professionally as possible, and one covert

tions. Helen Watkins, from whom we origi-

reactive feeling state voiced by the colle-

nally learned practical techniques and un-

gue, but from a manuscript written down

derstanding of EST, would certainly appro-

by the therapist in retrospective self-expo-

ve of the analytical template in this work-

sure. What a nice pedagogic way of pre-

shop.

senting!

Stéphane Radoykov, France. “How can

After these presentations, they discussed

hypnosis help you treat people suﬀering

therapists’ diﬀerent vulnerabilities, and

from severe and discouraging psychia-

how we are also identifying ourselves with

tric conditions?”

clients’ projections. Finally they asked the
participants to share with the group, own

Stéphane is the chair of a new committee

experiences of failures, mistakes or other

in ISH, a group of young members with the

situations that made us feel awkward or

aim to promote their interests and deve-

inadequate. They stressed the fact that

lopment in ISH. This group is also represen-

most mistakes or failure to cure, can be

ting China and Germany among other

realized by the therapist or patient as good

countries. His presentation touched the sa-

experiences to learn from, quickly or may-

me topic as Richard’s and Tobi’s, because

be much later.

it was about diﬃcult psychiatric patients
and how to deal with our limitations as the-

Feedback comments were very positive,

rapists. Stéphane presented in a personal

and the friendly atmosphere was specifical-

genuine way, with didactic power point sli-

ly mentioned.

des his steps in the attempt to evoke hope

Peter Richard-Herbert, Australia. “Ego
State Analysis; Back to the Future”.
He presented the history and roots of Ego
State theories and practice. Peter emphasized the analytical perspectives; how to understand the creation of symptomatic states as the result of defence mechanisms,
protective functions that can be dealt
within therapy as voices, entities and func-

and change, with patients who present a
chronic pattern of hopelessness and selfblame or idealizing narcissistic delusions.
He illustrated some diﬃculties therapists
encounter, by telling us his experiences
with two of his patients. One had given up
any hope of a meaningful life, and was, in
my opinion, an illustration of a typical diﬃcult major depression, not so rare in
psychiatric contexts, without any economy
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to aﬀord private therapy like the narcissi-

willing to, Stéphane will be one of the cen-

stic more wealthy ones that we see more

tral teachers at future congresses.

of in private practice.

Mark Jensen, US. “Listening for eﬀecti-

In my opinion they could be the same per-

ve hypnotic suggestions, using open

sons, only that economy and class circum-

questions and reflective listening to

stances may give some the option to deve-

boost treatment eﬃcacy”

lop a narcissistic personality, although there certainly are more precipitating factors.

Mark Jensen chose to focus two impressi-

When narcissistic people are decompensa-

ve demonstrations on how to change bad

ted from grandiose attributes, they often

habits. But first he listed the basic step-

end up as deeply depressed. Sometimes

by-step techniques of psychotherapy with

blaming the therapist, who “made them”

or, let me generalize, even without hypno-

leave a false surface state, and accusing

sis. I associated back to my psychology

therapy of being demoralizing and making

studies, when Carl Rogers was a pioneer

life more diﬃcult.

of the “active listening, clear messages,
and win-win” techniques. Later, the “Moti-

Well, back to Stéphane. I missed the first

vational Interviewing” community has

half of the seminar, due to a late change in

spread the same kind of approach, which

the schedule, but I noticed how he mana-

Mark also mentioned. So, the basic steps

ged to combine a hope-inspiring creative,

are so basic that I won’t repeat them here,

pattern-breaking approach, Ericksonian

but nevertheless, I am glad he did, becau-

you might name it, with a severely hard rea-

se they are worth repeating again and

lity: that there are psychiatric patients who

again. Just as Mark demonstrated with

need so much more than the health and ca-

examples, our natural human responses of-

re context can oﬀer, and that sometimes

ten are of an advising or complementary

our personal eﬀorts, devotion, creativity,

type. We want to oﬀer something more to

empathy and skills are not enough no mat-

the client than what they give us, while in-

ter how competent we are. I am sure other

stead the very act of us confirming their

participants heard other messages and ma-

own expressions, whatever they communi-

de other conclusions from this seminar,

cate to us, is an act of ego strengthening.

but these were mine. I am sure that, if he is

Mark made two demonstrations on changing bad habits. He first reflected back to
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the demonstration subject, her expressed

grams), and a goal to live a more healthy

dilemmas, feelings, needs and resources

life, avoiding sugar and/or exercising more.

needed to deal with the bad habits. By the
basic actively listening approach, combined with asking for her own solutions, re-

This workshop complemented

presented by Tobi/Richard and Stephane.
People with a

fle c t i n g b a c k

m a j o r d e p re s-

and guessing

s i o n , l o n g l a-

how to proceed

sting addictions,

little by little,

personality disor-

adjusting his

ders of a border-

guesses until

line or narcissi-

consensus, he

stic character,

asked for per-

would probably

mission to

be encouraged

strengthen the

by a one-ses-

client’s preferred

sion hypnothe-

solutions in the

rapy the way

state of hypno-

Mark demonstra-

sis, just to

ted, but not cu-

strengthen her

red, which the

skills to follow

demonstration

her plan. Of

volunteers see-

course the volun-

med to be. More

teers agreed

complicated

and the demonstrations went
smooth and easy, thanks to Mark’s smooth and seemless
validation of the clients’ own communica-

the ones

Montreal - Photo by F.C.

clients would
need so much
more than a sin-

gle-session of hypnotherapy for changing

tion and motivation.

a habit. A “bad habit” is just one of many

Both demonstrations happened to be

void, losses, anxiety and depression. Ne-

about carrying around extra pounds (kilo-

vertheless, as a psychotherapist having

surface symptoms covering emptiness/
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“psychiatric” clients in long term inter-rela-

hypnotisability tests), do not need hypno-

tional psychotherapy, I strongly recom-

sis in order to react positively to sugge-

mend training in this existential Rogerian

stions, and change their perception as

communication too, because this is the es-

measured and proved by laboratory measu-

sence in all therapies! And as Mark demon-

res on brain activity. These highs did not

strated, it has instant impact, with those

receive any hypnotic induction and also re-

(my comment) who function on a “neuro-

ported not being hypnotized. The publis-

tic” level, have long lasting relations and a

hed conclusion of the study was that

meaning in life, even having a professional

hypnosis is not necessary for suggestions

identity, not based on a narcissistic sand

to have eﬀect, on highs. And since re-

template. We who have psychodynamic

search studies also have proven that lows

lenses, gain from and also enjoy as a chan-

and mediums can learn to become

ge, when we meet those who quickly gain

“highs”, one can assume that a lot of peop-

from the kind of resource-evoking hypno-

le can develop the ability to be suggestible

sis that Mark demonstrated. They also con-

without hypnosis. Hmmm…

sult us, and I don’t want to work long-term
when a short hypnotherapy can be oﬀered
to achieve clients’ goals. Therefore I appreciate the hypnosis societies, where CBT,
PDT and other schools can meet, comple-

As a clinician, I have a diﬀerent conclusion.
Given that highs use dissociative skills, as
confirmed in one of the scientific seminars,
I believe that they automatically and imme-

ment and enrich each other.

diately induce themselves into a hypnotic

Finally I listened to a scientific Keynote,

called hypnosis, nor that their natural tech-

presented by Irving Kirsch, ”Hypnosis,

nique can be defined as an induction. This

placebo and the power of Suggestion”.

is concordant with my experience of

Irving has become internationally known

“highs”; they think we are not doing hypno-

as the placebo-scientist, far beyond hypno-

sis, because the phenomenon they expe-

sis contexts. It is always such a revelation

rience is part of their everyday functioning,

to hear how many brain-aﬀecting medica-

and they expect hypnosis to be something

tions are not significantly more eﬀective

diﬀerent from what they are used to.

than placebo, and have side eﬀects that
placebo does not have. One of his intriguing findings about hypnosis, in short, is

state of mind, not even knowing that it is

Looking forward to meeting you soon
again.

that “highly hypnotizable”, (according to
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By Gérard Fitoussi
The 21st congress of the ISH is now over.

“Forget your perfect oﬀering. There is a

More than 900 clinicians and researchers

crack in everything. That's how the light

from more than thirty countries including

gets in...”

China, Japan or

Care and light.

Nigeria, came to

Clinical art and

Montréal to learn

the advancing

a b o u t w h a t ’s

knowledge in the

new in hypnosis.

neuroscience of

With an empha-

hypnosis.

sis on the encounter between

Montreal is one

clinicians and re-

place where the-

searchers, in or-

se two worlds

der to use in

meet. We were in

practice what the

the presence of

researchers are

Amir Raz, Jean-

finding in their

Roch Lawrence

lab. This illustra-

and

ted the theme of

ville who conti-

this congress

nue to help us

“Hypnosis and

with their disco-

Synergy”.

veries.

Michel Landry

Montreal - Photo by F.C.

chairman of this
XXI world congress, first paid a tribute to
Prof. Assen Alladin.

Pierre Rain-

He also acknowled-

ged the dedicated work of Claude Verreault who had to leave early and was not
able to be present. He then opened the
conference with a Leonard Cohen song

A m i r R a z r eminds us how

even today it’s diﬃcult to have a definition
of hypnosis. What is specific about hypnosis? What makes it so diﬀerent? This will
be one of the tasks for the foreseable future.

“Anthem” while images of birds flying in

Claude Virot made a moving presentation

the sky were seen.

about the relation between the dead and
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the living and how they are still with us. He

stions in movements, no words, a change

quoted Saint-Augustin: “Dead people are

in motion, making the child, the agent of

invisible but they are not absent”. He then

change. He reminds us that we are a per-

presented four cases of complex and pain-

son, a whole, a complete entity. While me-

ful grief. One of them, a patient named So-

dicine organizes itself in departments: de-

phie, a 17 year girl, experienced the death

partment of cardiology, department of neu-

of 24 people during her short life, most of

rology and so on the body ignores these

them were very close to her. How can anyo-

diﬀerences. It’s integrated even if we want

ne live with all these dead so present?

to “disintegrated” it. The organization by

Claude asked her if she would like to crea-

the SHQ was great and as always there

te an interior cemetery where they could

was all the conversations and exchanges

finally be buried and be at peace.

outside of the conference that made it a

Elvira Lang in her workshop showed us
how to spread the use of hypnosis in hospitals, how to spread the change without taking extra time which is the usual concern
in the busy life of health professionals.

great experience. It’s an impossible task to
name all those who delivered keynotes like
David Spiegel, ME Faymonville or workshop like Gary Elkins and Nicole Ruysschaert, among others

Just by changing the words and the tone

Michel Landry, in his presentation of the

we are using the impact could be tremen-

congress said: “during this International

dous. For instance a one to three minutes

Congress of Medical &Clinical hypnosis

conversation can have a durable eﬀect on

you will foster SYNERGY between resear-

pain for that could last more than two or

cher and clinician, between students and

three hours on a patient. The beauty of it,

teachers between the members of the ISH

is that Lang has documented it. Eric Will-

constituents societies from all over the

marth oﬀered us a series of interviews “of

world”

some 100 of the greatest living hypnosis
researchers and clinicians”. These can be

I can tell him that the gamble paid oﬀ and

seen at http://www.hypnosiscentral.com.

that it was a success. That all makes us im-

Lawrence Sugerman in his brilliant work-

Krakow in 2021.

patient to go to the next ISH congress in

shop demonstrates how he uses hypnosis
with children, embedding all his sugge45

By Ali Ozden Ozturk

Montreal - Photo by F.C.

The congress was a big success with ma-

Turkish Society of Medical Hypnosis) in

ny enriching and inspiring presentations

Istanbul years ago.

and workshops by well-known speakers.
Besides, it was very nice to see friends
and colleagues, and to share memories, experiences and suggestions. I had also met
some old friends to whom I was first introduced in the 1st International Medical
Hypnosis Congress of my society (THD-

This time, I am eager to inform my colleagues about the “11th International Medical
Hypnosis Congress of THD”. You are invited to our congress on 23-25 November,
2018 in Istanbul. The congress is organized with the cooperation of THD and Medi-
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pol University. All ESH BOD members will

cal Garden, Planetarium, and many other

be invited speakers.

places. Also, I went to the old port of Mon-

For further information you can visit
http://www.medicalhypnosiscongress.org.t
r/ .

treal and had a boat tour. I was fascinated
by each of my visits. I wish I had more
time to see more attractions. At this point,
I should say that “The Palais des Congrès
de Montréal” is a really good choice as a
congress centre. It is located in the heart
of downtown Montreal and it is very close
to many of Montreal’s main attractions.
I should also mention the cuisine of Montreal where you can find many diﬀerent tastes from various national cuisines. One of
my favourites is Jardin Nelson.
People are willing to wait in a long queue
to enter this lovely restaurant, and I think
the experience I had there is worth every
minute of that waiting. It has plenty of delicious choices in a wonderful atmosphere.
There was also a lovely jazz band playing
in the back-ground. In summary, Montreal
was an experience of excitement, discovery, pleasure and comfort , creating an envi-

Montreal is a lovely place with various

ronment to share knowledge with collea-

must-see attractions and old Montreal. Af-

gues, to show loyalty to friends, and to un-

ter the congress, I had 2 days to visit this

derstand the potential of the hypnotic com-

nice city. I visited the Insectarium, Botani-

munity.
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Connection with the
Milton Erickson
Foundation Newsletter

by
Marilia Baker

Roxanna Erickson-Klein, PhD, is a clinician and author who conducts international webinars. She is
a Registered Nurse, Licensed Counselor, and Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor in private
practice in Dallas, Texas, USA. Roxanna’s impressive body of work includes co-editing with Ernest
and Kathryn Rossi, the 16-volume set of The Collected Works of Milton H. Erickson. Author of numerous journal articles, book chapters and forewords, she is a member of the Erickson Foundation
Board of Directors and current president of the North Texas chapter of the American Society of Clinical Hypnosis. The seventh child of Milton and Elizabeth Erickson, Roxanna and Alan, her husband
of 44 years, have five adult children.
For detailed information about the Milton H. Erickson Foundation, please consult:
www.erickson-foundation.org. Thank you, Marilia Baker.
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Interviewing Roxanna Erickson-Klein, PhD
by Marilia Baker
Thank you Roxanna, for the privilege of interviewing you. Your many contributions to
hypnosis and behavioral health are much appreciated worldwide. Would you please tell us
about your current projects?
This is a good place to start. A couple of years
ago, a multilingual therapist, Alejandra Diaz, and
I took on the project of translating Consuelo Casula’s outstanding Gardeners, Princesses, and
Porcupines: Metaphors for Personal and Professional Evolution a worldwide classic regarding
the construction and potential of therapeutic metaphors. Our commitment to translating from the
original Italian into English has been to adhere
as strictly as possible to the completeness of
translation we seek. We are looking forward to
completing and publishing our endeavor within
the upcoming year. Another recent project, already launched, is an audiobook of the diary my father kept during the canoe trip he undertook to
further enhance his recovery from poliomyelitis.
My nephew Lance Erickson and I made it into a
download: The Canoe Diary – “celebrating the
legacy of Milton H. Erickson’s legendary true
American adventure down the Mississippi River
in 1922”.................................................in 1922.”

http://catalog.erickson-foundation.org/item/cano
e/
Excellent! You are also involved in other endeavors, one very close to your heart: The
Collected Works of Milton H. Erickson. Tell us
of the inner workings of such massive enterprise.
My biggest project is the ongoing eﬀort to extend The Collected Works. My father was a prolific writer but not good at overall assemblage. Someday I hope his written and audiovisual works
will be organized in a fashion for students to easily access. Ernest and Kathryn Rossi share my
interest in preserving my father’s writing. Together, we have worked with the Foundation to publish works previously out of print.
Ernest Rossi made major contributions updating
materials about neurobiology and genomics. We
are now in the process of digitizing the 16-volume set for download. Volume One, including a
search engine, is expected by this year’s end.
How does this eﬀort fit with your other work?
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A student of my father remarked, “All Ericksons
seem to work hard at their fun.” This is true! All
my siblings are productive individuals. Each enjoys making active contributions to education, to
the world around us, and to the communities
where we live. As a child of Milton Erickson I had
unique experiences and access to information
that others have not. This brings an enormous
sense of responsibility.
Since 1982 I have been active in the North Texas
Society of Clinical Hypnosis; I am now president. The value of professionals gathering to share interests in hypnosis is immeasurable. It is essential to have a cohort to provide forum for
self-reflection and questioning. Open discussion
by others with diﬀerent ideological foundations
oﬀers a path and context for responsible evaluation of one’s own work.
I am especially committed to co-teaching as a
way of imparting knowledge to the younger generation. Despite extra eﬀort, co-presenting multiplies reach. I am hopeful my international webinars will continue to thrive and provide face-toface educational opportunities for distant audiences. An online transition is broadly important since the original Ericksonian faculty has aged. While I still enjoy traveling, I am now 68 years old,
and it is time to work with others in ways that
will meet interests a decade from now.
How would you describe your therapeutic approaches to hypnosis and psychotherapy?
Of course, I am Ericksonian! I sometimes joke “I
am Dr. Erickson, just not the famous one” or

“My reputation precedes me and exceeds me.”
This refers to expectations of many that I embody my father’s talents. It is essential to recognize I am diﬀerent; that sometimes I disagreed
with him.
With the benefit of hindsight my familiarity with
his ideas oﬀers freedom to question and incorporate information not previously available. I still
learn from him every day of my life; even today I
hear his voice guiding me through diﬃcult decisions. But my style is my own. I oﬀer cognitive
explanations to a greater degree than he did, trusting both the conscious mind and the unconscious.
I maintain a private practice in which the uniqueness of individuals never ceases to amaze me.
Many patients have tried and failed to consciously overcome limitations. I assess their capacity and readiness for change, based on three
pivotal aspects: hope, meaning, and ability. I emphasize their individual responsibility for initiating and maintaining needed changes. I seek to
supplement areas of deficit with suggestions,
ideas, information, and experiential learning.
My integrative approach comes directly from my
father and involves all aspects of life. I am
forward-looking, strength-based, experiential,
and engage of trust in unconscious resources. I
strive to stimulate a natural movement towards
well-being. It is generally more eﬀective to look
forward than back. My acceptance of the fallibility of memory, coupled with a strong idea that we
can never fully understand the origin of pathology is also based on his ideas.
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Hypnosis, used strategically, is my primary therapeutic tool but, I do not use formal hypnosis
with every patient. I intentionally use metaphors
and hypnotic conversation to oﬀer impactful remarks. Patients expect results from trance so I
capitalize on expectation.
My suggestive style is to invite the patient to listen or not to listen, and to enter a healing state
in which they trust their own internal resources.
The hypnotic state facilitates exploration of resources within and the building of healthy new
associations. On re-arousal, I rarely have subjects recount “what happened” in the trance state. Instead, I invite them to say only what they
feel they need to say. I find that the verbal review
of the trance experience brings it up to conscious awareness and depotentiates further
work continuing beyond the therapeutic encounter.
Who influenced you the most?
While higher education and science were emphasized in the Erickson household we sought to
learn from everything and everyone. As seventh
of eight children, guidance from parents and differing sibling perspectives provided a rich continuity. Our parents encouraged us to enjoy friendships with others who were diﬀerent, including
teachers, neighbors, foreign visitors, and even
Dad’s patients. Some friendships formed a long
time ago are still vital. There is no better source
of information about one’s value as a health provider than patients themselves.

I was influenced by a diverse group. Being of similar age to many of Dad’s most dedicated students, I felt a kinship. His oﬃce door was often
left open so that I or my siblings could enter if
we chose.
Many times he called on me to demonstrate
hypnotic phenomena, but mostly I sat quietly on
the periphery of discussions soaking in the conversations among professionals. When colleagues or students came to learn, it was a twoway street. He used the opportunity for investigation of the margins of what was clear, listening to
others’ questions to revisit, revise, or expand understandings. After discussions, Dad’s colleagues, who were often visitors at our home initiated conversations about my impressions. An essential lesson I learned from my father was that
he never promoted himself; he only promoted
his ideas.
The concepts, principles, and message he carried were most important; the fundamental premises and ongoing evolution of his ideas took place over his lifetime and were always being
advanced.
He entrusted his colleagues as torchbearers to
carry his powerful understandings beyond when
he himself could carry them. Now that he has been dead for nearly 40 years, it is his younger colleagues who have continued with the ongoing
refinement. The passing of wisdom on to the younger generations must continue! As emissaries,
those advancements in ideas and principles are
what each of us carries forth today.
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How would you like to be remembered?
I enjoy being a productive member of society surrounded by friends and family. I rest knowing I
am true to my values and that I give all I have to
give. I appreciate the joy of watching flowers
open in the spring; I love feeling the sun’s heat
on my skin. I feel a spiritual connection within,
around me, and through me. Life is not about

me. It extends through generations past and future. We all have gifts and we all have vulnerabilities; we are here to learn together from experiences we share.
(A version of this Interview was published by The
Milton H. Erickson Foundation Newsletter
Vol.38, n.2, August 2018)
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Books Reviews

Montreal - Photo by F.C.

By Gérard Fitoussi
The Dunod editors have an active editorial
policy, specifically in the field of hypnosis,
under the direction of Pr. Antoine Bioy. We
will review two very diﬀerent books in form
and content.
“L’hypnose une réinitialisation des cinq
sens. Vers l’hypnose 2.0” Second Edition.
“15 cas pratiques en hypnose médicale
et hypno-analgésie”. Under the direction of A. Bioy.

The first book, «L’hypnose une réinitialisation des cinq sens. Vers l’hypnose 2.0» will
interest two types of readers: those who
are not familiar with the work of Gaston
Brosseau and those who know it well.
Both types of readers will travel into Brosseau’s unique universe—an original one—
where words, clinical situations, ideas, and
creativity are present on every page. This
is not a classical academic text with extensive references and a bibliography; however, you will access the thinking of a seasoned professional who for years has followed his own path.
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He argues that one must forget forget all

The second book, «15 cas pratiques en

that s/he have learned, and simply be pre-

hypnose médicale et hypno-analgésie», is

sent with your patient—completely and to-

almost the opposite. It presents fifteen clini-

tally present. Alghero,
Brosseau
challenges comOctober 2017

cal situations ranging from migraines, fi-

monly understood ideas of all that is rela-

bromyalgia, to anxiety.

ted to hypnosis and goes where others do
not. For instance, when he was working

Each situation is presented clinically and

with a paranoid patient, he fell asleep,

explains how the clinician handled the si-

which, by the way, he doesn’t recommend

tuation; they also each include a short bi-

unless one has a lot of experience with the

bliography.

paranoid.

The diversity of these situations will provi-

Once he awoke, the patient told him “You

de the reader with methods of reflection

are for me someone outside the norm, you

that can refresh their memory or open new

slept in my presence…you trusted me. It’s

perspectives for future cases they may

the first time in my awful life that I have ex-

deal with in their practice.

perienced this with someone.”
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Stefan Hammel “Handbook of Therapeu-

plain in psychiatry as well as in a general

tic Storytelling. Stories and Metaphors

hospital, shows with this newly published

in Psychotherapy, Child and Family The-

handbook that he is a master of the art of

rapy, Medicine, Coaching and Supervi-

creating and telling therapeutic stories.

sion”.
By Consuelo Casula
Those who love metaphors know their therapeutic eﬀects due to the evocative
power of words, to the insights stimulated
by the Socratic dialogues between the protagonists of the story, and to the transformative experiences described. Therefore,
it is not just the suggestions disseminated
into the story that give pearls of reflection,
but the path to change is indicated by the
whole structure of a metaphor.
The structure of a metaphor is easy to identify: it starts from the presentation of a protagonist who, having a problem, starts looking for the solution. And during his/her
journey s/he meets obstacles - internal /
external, relational / natural - and resources to overcome them, enemies and
friends, good and bad advisors to find a satisfactory solution.
Those who love and use metaphors as a
therapeutic tool will also love this new
book by Stefan Hammel. Stefan Hammel,
a family therapist, hypnotherapist and cha-

His handbook oﬀers health professionals
many stories, anecdotes and metaphors to
be used with their patients.
Hammel demonstrates how indirect communication, typical of metaphor (and also
of hypnosis), reinforced by what is essential and vivid to be remembered, and the
use of images and simple solutions stimulate the adaption of positive attitudes, These
positive attitudes can then be nourished
and strengthened with great eﬀectiveness.
Hammel’s book is set up as a true manual:
it begins with an introduction to the therapeutic use of stories, proceeds with a collection of narratives with short comments
and keywords pointing to situations where
they can be used, and concludes with helpful instructions on how to develop and apply them.
The first part presents paradigmatic stories
to promote understanding, health, wellbeing, successful relationships and personal and professional development; the second one provides diﬀerent methods and
tools to identify therapeutic stories, to de-
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velop them through dialogue, and also to
invent and tell them.
It also has a particularly stimulating chapter on metaphors that, instead of uttering
words, might use painted, sculpted

and

pantomime stories.
The book also contains a section that

For more information about the book,
https://www.routledge.com/Handbook-of-Therapeu
tic-Storytelling-Stories-and-Metaphors-in-Psychoth
erapy/Hammel/p/book/9781782205562
For further information on the author and his work
go to his website www.stefanhammel.com or to his
international blog with stories in English, French and
Spanish stefanhammel.com/blog.

helps the reader to easily find the story or
tool needed.
The handbook is intended to be a guide on
how to use stories to stimulate positive
changes in people, groups and organizations.
Not only health professionals in its strict
sense - doctors and psychologists-, but also those who work in the social field can
benefit of this book which aims at inspiring
the reader on how to help their clients to
use the resources they have at their disposal in order to improve their personal and
professional life through telling them therapeutic stories.
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Calendar of Events and
Trainig Courses
IMHE LUXEMBOURG:
2ND INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF THERAPEUTIC STORYTELLING
5th October 2018
Dates: 5 – 7 October 2018
Venue: Otterberg, Germany.
Invited Speakers: Reinhold Bartl, Ben Furman, Stefan Hammel, Lawrence Sugarman and others
Languages: Deutsch, English, Franzosisch
Fees:
320 Euro – until 18 June 2018
360 Euro – from 19 June 2018
Registration website:
https://www.stefanhammel.com/festival
SII:
XII CONGRESS OF THE ITALIAN SOCIETY OF
HYPNOSIS - CONNECTIONS AND DISCONNECTIONS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
25th October 2018
Dates: 25-28 October 2018
Venue: Hotel Savoia Regency, Bologna, Italy.
Invited Speakers:
Camillo Loriedo,
Woltemade Hartman,
Giuseppe De Benedittis,
Consuelo Casula,
Guglielmo Gulotta
Languages: Italian, English
Registration website:
http://www.societaipnosi.it/congressosii2018/

DGH:
HYPNOSIS – IMPULSES IN TRANCE
15th November 2018
Dates: 15-18 November 2018
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe
Invited Speakers: Prof Bongartz, Prof Revensdorf,
Dr Mende and many other national and international
lecturers.
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: None
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members = 320 –
370 Euro Non-Members = 410 – 460 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
dgh-geschaeftsstelle@t-online.de
Tel: +49-25 41 – 88 07 60
VHYP: BRIEF PSYCHOLOGICAL & HYPNOTIC INTERVENTIONS TO DEAL WITH LIFE CALMLY
22th November 2018
Date: 22 - 23 November 2018
Time: 09:30 - 17:00
Venue: UPC-KULeuven Campus Kortenberg Leuvensesteenweg 517 – 3070 Kortenberg
Invited Speakers: Ann Williamson
Languages: English/Dutch
Fees:
240 Euros: ESH Constituent Societies
300 Euros: Non-ESH
Registration Website:
https://www.vhyp.be/agenda?task=calendar.event&i
d=149
Email: info@vhyp.be
Tel: +32486727391
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THD: 11TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF MEDICAL HYPNOSIS
23rd November 2018
Title: “To heal with the Perfection of the Beauty:
The Use of Hypnosis for the Perfection of the Soul
and the Wellness of the Body
Dates: 23 - 25 November 2018
Time: 09:00 to 20:00
Venue: Istanbul Medipol University, Turkey
Invited Speakers: Randi Abrahamsen, Fabio Carnevale, Consuelo Casula, Gerard Fitoussi, Asa Fe Kockum, Kathleen Long, Peter Naish, Michael Schekter
and Martin Wall
Language: Turkish
Translations: English
Fees: 150 Euros – ESH Constituent Society Members - 200 Euros – Non-members
Registration Website:
http://medicalhypnosiscongress.org.tr –
http://tibbihipnozkongresi.org.tr
Email: info@medicalhypnosiscongress.org.tr info@tibbihipnozkongresi.org.tr
Tel: +905054476673
BSCAH:
EASING PAST TRAUMA WITHOUT DRAMA
8th December 2018
Date: 8 December 2018
Time: 10:30 – 16:30
Venue: Civil Service Club, 13-15 Great Scotland
Yard, Westminster, London, SW1A 2HJ
Invited Speakers:
Ann Williamson: ‘Past trauma – an overview and some management possibilities’
Peter Naish: ‘The Physiology of Fear’
Phyllis Alden: ‘Taking the Present into the Past’
Kate Chartres: ‘Working with persistent physical
symptoms and the physical response to trauma using
hypnotherapy and EMDR
Ruth Henderson: ‘Hypnosis and EMDR in the treatment of trauma’
Polly-Anne Lloyd: ‘Unbridled Fear: A multi-faceted
group approach to helping horse riders overcome
trauma’
Language: English (sorry no translations)
Fees: £50/£40 for BSCAH Members £70/£60 for
Non-Members (including Lunch and Refreshments)
Registration Website:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/easing-past-traum
a-without-drama-tickets-49178623587

Further details at:
www.bscah.com/book-event/easing-past-traum
a-without-drama
Email: natoﬃce@bscah.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 7702 492 867

IMHETO: ‘THE NATURALISTIC APPROACH: NEW
DEVELOPMENTS IN ERICKSONIAN HYPNOTHERAPY’
11th April 2019
Dates: 11 - 13 April 2019
Time: 09:00 - 17:30
Venue: Toulouse
Invited Speakers: Camillo Loriedo
Language: English
Translations: French
Fees: 450 Euros - IMHETO Members
540 Euros - Non-Memebers
Registration Website:
http://www.imheto.com/hypnose-formation-comple
mentaire-approche-naturaliste-loriedo-2018/
Email: contact@imheto.com
Tel: 0033 561731187 / 0033 684404645
DGH: ‘HYPNOSE – SCHMERZ, LASS NACH!’ /
‘HYPNOSIS – PAIN, SLOW DOWN!’
14th November 2019
Dates: 14 – 17 November 2019
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe, Germany
Invited Speakers: Prof. Jensen, Prof. Bongartz,
Prof. Revenstorf, Dr Honig and many other national
and international lecturers
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: No
Fees: 320/370 Euro – Members 410/460 Euro NonMembers
Registration Website: www.dgh-hypnose.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
Tel: + 49 25 41 88 07 60
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